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Training Ladder -Straightness: Exercise One - 
Ride Outside the Box
Shauna Cook

The show season is filled with the excitement of the competition experience and all that comes with it. The hustle 
and bustle of the busy warm up rings can really interrupt a flat work program.  It often feels more like a game of 
dodgeball rather than a productive training session. The best you can do at a show is laps around the outside. If 
you choose to circle, you are often the cause of a collision as other riders are making their way to warm up fences. 
Transitions become avoidance manoeuvres rather than balanced communication between horse and rider.
The off season is the time to get back to basics and return our focus back to our training ladder mantra. Rhythm - 
Suppleness - Contact - Straightness leading to Impulsion and the ultimate - Collection. The exercise I would like 
to share with you has a focus on STRAIGHTNESS. Straightness is defined as a horse travelling evenly balanced 
between the rider’s hand and leg.   
The set up for this exercise is to create a perimeter of four corners or a box formation 20m x 20m with rails on the 
ground. Begin your warm up inside the box on a 20m circle. Smoothly address with your horse the training ladder 
foundation of rhythm, suppleness and contact through all gaits and both directions.. This warm up will allow your 
horse to become comfortable with the rails on the ground. A defined 20m circle inside the box allows the horse 
and rider to gain confidence on a true 20m circle. Once the horse is working comfortably and good contact is 
established you can move on to the exercise: Riding Outside the Box.

I love this little play on words ! This exercise will literally have you riding outside the box you have created with 
the rails on the ground. It is also a reminder to think of creative ways to achieve your training goals!
Okay you are warmed up and ready to work on your training goal of Straightness. Begin riding your horse on 
the outside of the box. The goal is to have your horse stay as close to the rails on the ground as possible, even the 
corners. This exercise really sets up self teaching. Ride down the long side applying your aids to keep the horse 
travelling between your hand and leg on an even contact. At the first corner you will learn a lot about you and 
your horse’s habits. Some horses will want to fall in, but the rail is there, so the rider will automatically apply their 
inside leg so the horse does not trip over the rail. Some riders will initiate the corner with too much inside rein. 
This will cause the horse to bulge out away from the rails. The rider will have to ease up on their inside rein and 
apply outside rein and leg to remain close to the rails. You can ride this exercise in all gaits and you will be amazed 
after a few times around outside the box how the rider and horse start to understand which aids and the degree of 
aids required to keep their horse as close to the box as possible. The rider and horse will be tracking straight on the 
long sides and performing correct corners, neither falling in or out. Simple but highly effective.

This brings me to the the second exercise with a focus on Straightness.  RIDING ON THE RAILS - Straightness on 
the Circle.  
One of my favourite clinicians, Ruth Koch often uses the analogy that riding on the circle is like being on a train 
track. “Keep both sides of your horse on the tracks”, she reminds myself and my students. 
If you are like me, the clinic experience is a euphoric one. You ride two days with an amazing expert that coaches 
you through every move and fine tunes details every second of your ride. You and your horse achieve synergy like 
you have never felt before and “the angels sing” (another “Ruthism”). Fantastic, but now it’s next week! You are 
working on your own and the angels are definitely not singing! I ask myself how can I create the same feeling on 
my own?
One day while working on the “train track” theory on a 10m circle, I was becoming frustrated. My horse and 
I were “off the rails”! I dismounted and decided if the tracks would not come to me, I would go the them. I 
measured out a 10m circle and a 15m circle and placed short rails on the ground parallel to each other, creating a 
chute or “tracks” I could ride through. I went back to riding my circle. The rails on the ground gave me the visual 
I need to get myself and my horse back on track. Measuring the space also quantified for me that I was indeed 
riding a 10m circle or 15m circle. The rails or chute on either side of the circle helped me define the train tracks. 
I realized, “Wow! I really needed to use a lot more outside rein and leg to keep my horse “straight” on the circle”. 
Before long my horse and I were riding a perfect circle! Balanced on both reins and legs and in a great rhythm 
and yes, the angels were singing again! These guide rails help you to perfect your aids. The goal is, with practice, 
you can take the guide rails away and you and your horse retain the muscle memory you have learned. Enjoy your 
training sessions and a happy, straight horses. All aboard!! Next Stop…….. 


